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Community Change and the Fair Immigration Reform Movement (FIRM) write in unqualified
support of refugees and a robust refugee system in the United States. We applaud this
committee’s prioritization of our nation’s valuable—and increasingly under attack—refugee
program. We look forward to continued legislative advocacy for a fair and generous refugee
system through a substantial increase in the refugee cap and increased oversight over this
administration's deconstruction of our refugee system.
Community Change is a national organization whose mission is to build the power and
capacity of low-income people, especially low-income people of color, to change their
communities and public policies for the better. FIRM, a project of Community Change, is the
largest national immigrant grassroots coalition, led by 47 member organizations across 35
states.
Since 1975, over three million displaced people have found a new home in the United States.1
According to the UN High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR), 70.8 million people are
currently displaced worldwide, with 25.9 million people designated as refugees. Even with
the participation of the United States with 134 other countries in refugee resettlement, only
3.6 percent of refugees are able to resettle safely in another country.2
Despite this significant need and our nation’s historic commitment to refugee resettlement,
the Trump administration has crippled the U.S. refugee system to an unprecedented degree.
In 2017, President Trump announced a full suspension of the refugee program for 120 days
and indefinitely suspended entry for Syrian refugees.3 When the program resumed, Syria and
ten other countries were subject to an additional ban, renewed and expanded as recently as
earlier this year, hampering our refugee resettlement program for Muslim and African
majority countries in particular.4
The administration also instituted “extreme vetting” measures for refugees, a vague policy
decision rooted in baseless assumptions connecting the refugee program to fraud and
terrorism.5 Even before these so-called security measures, wait times for resettlement in the
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United States historically took anywhere from 18 to 24 months, as the refugee application
already involves one of the most intensive vetting processes of our immigration system.6
In addition to pursuing new and damaging policies that undermine the U.S refugee system,
the Trump administration has dramatically cut down the ceiling for refugee admissions to
their lowest levels in the history of the refugee system. The President set the cap for 2020 to
an all-time low of 18,000 admissions, which follows two previous all-time lows in 2019 (30,000)
and 2018 (45,000).7
These dramatic reductions operate in tandem with the elimination or reduction of other
forms of humanitarian relief, from the end to the Central American Minors (CAM) program to
the start of the Remain in Mexico program to only name a few. The cumulative effect of all of
these changes is profound and has caused serious damage to the system as a whole.
The welcoming spirit of this nation is deeply rooted in the values of family, equality and
opportunity, all of which are undermined when we close our shores to those who need a new
start in a safe place. Refugees have always and continue to contribute to our communities,
from enriching what it means to be American to bolstering the economy. Refugees have
higher rates of both employment and entrepreneurship than the U.S.-born population, and
they continue to alleviate population decline and establish vibrant new communities in
struggling cities across the country.8 Many of the FIRM Network member organizations were
founded to assist refugees, and they continue to support refugees to this day. We at
Community Change and FIRM find the current state of the U.S. refugee program to be wholly
unacceptable.
We call on Congress to restore the refugee cap to its previous levels and immediately end the
practice of “extreme vetting,” as the vetting process for refugees is already one of the most
rigorous in our immigration system. Congress must also exercise increased oversight over
the administration’s continued erosion of the refugee program, as is its prerogative as a
legislative check to executive power.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement for the record.
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